AMSA Orientation and Kaplan Speaker - Sept 8th
Join us as we kick off an exciting year! Find out what AMSA is all about, meet the new chapter officers and advisors, find out about upcoming events and tours, and upcoming Kaplan Auction.

Steven Kane, M.D., Chairman of Orthopedics Department, Atlanta Medical Center - Sep 22nd
Join us and discover how you can be more competitive medical student applicant, and tips on what medical schools are looking for.

Courtney Woods, M.D., Wellstar Emergency Medicine Physician - Oct 6th
Learn about what it is like to work in the emergency room, how to choose a specialty, and tips on how to get accepted to medical school.

Carmen D. Eilerson, PhD., Senior Biology Lecturer, Georgia State University - Oct 20th
Find out what it takes to get into medical school from GSU’s pre-medical advisor, successful MCAT tips, and personal statements.

Jeremy Nelson, M.D., Wellstar Emergency Medicine Physician - Nov 3rd
Learn about the journey it takes to become a doctor, tips on how to get into medical school, and how to be a successful medical student.

Discover Medical Mission Trips, and Kaplan Auction - Nov 10th
Learn about mission trips in different countries around the world to gain incredible medical experiences. Participate in Kaplan Auction.

Crystal Seldon, Second Year Medical Student, Morehouse School of Medicine - Dec 2nd
Find out what it takes to get into medical school from a GSU alumni, and what medical school is about from a student’s perspective.

Join Us on Facebook: AMSA@GSU Orgsync: AMSA Twitter: AMSA@GSU Instagram: AMSA@GSU

AMSA Office
216 Courtland North
- All GSU students are welcome and Lunch is served.